
SANI 400 WIFI BLACK

  

Looking for bathroom heating? We have infrared heating especially for the bathroom. The Sani 400 Black infrared panel
bathroom is a cool, black infrared panel. This infrared bathroom heater has a maximum power of 400 Watt. Thanks to
the infrared radiation, this heater heats you and provides wonderful direct heat. Great when you just get out of the
shower. There are also two stainless steel brackets to, for example, hang the towel over it so that it is warm and ready
for you.

The Sani 400 WiFi Black infrared panel bathroom can be operated with the free Eurom Smart App. No energy wasted by
having the bathroom heating on all day, but just before you go into the bathroom, switch on the infrared panel in the
app or via the timer. So it is wonderfully warm when you enter the bathroom. Multiple heaters can be linked together
with the Eurom Smart App.

The infrared panel for the bathroom is easy to mount on the wall, with the suspension system and you can easily install it
on the wall. The instructions contain a detailed explanation of how to hang the infrared panel in the bathroom.

The Sani 400 infrared heating for the bathroom is also available in white. Prefer more power? Then take a look at the 
Sani 600 Wifi or the Sani 800 Wifi.  

Product number 350135

EAN 8713415350135

 Powered by electric

 Power 400 W

 Connection voltage 220-240/50 V/Hz

 Element carbon crystal

 Thermostat yes

 Timer yes, weektimer in App

 Control control panel, Eurom Smart App

 Isolation class IP24

 Overheat protection yes

 Mounting wall

 Encasing glass, metal

 Dimensions 0,75 (10,5) x 48,1 x 83,5 cm

 Electrical cable 170 cm

 Weight 8,6 kg

 Suitable for space bathroom

 Warranty 5 year

 Serie

 Type infrared panel

 Power range 0 – 500 W

https://eurom.nl/en/product/permanent-heating/infrared-heaters-permanent/sani-400-wifi/
https://eurom.nl/en/product/permanent-heating/infrared-heaters-permanent/sani-600-wifi-black/
https://eurom.nl/en/product/permanent-heating/infrared-heaters-permanent/sani-800-wifi-black/


 Colour black

 Where do you want to heat? Home

 How do you want to heat? Infrared


